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WORLD PREMIERE

Born to march to the rhythms of the power,
they follow the promise of immortality.

Born to march to the rhythms of the power, they follow the promise of immortality.

FILM TEAM
The film, set in a north-western industrial town
in Russia, reveals the mechanism that entices
human beings to voluntarily become a resource
to the state. Can a person ever be free in an
imperialist society, where intricate and obscure
structures take control of their mind-set from
an early age? The film looks at the making of a
Russian citizen from a fresh angle. The director’s
subtle but demanding look reveals “the system”
at work in the most benign-looking situations,
in all aspects of the everyday. What happens
to people’s free will and self-determination in
such conditions? The film is a Nietzschean treat,
asking the core existential question: is a human
being ever born free?
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SYNOPSIS

FILM SPECS

The film reveals the mechanism that entices human beings to voluntarily turn themselves into
submissive, faceless creatures. Thus, they become a resource to be used by the state – a grey
lump of ore oblivious to the innate value of their
individual life.
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The town of Apatity first came into being as a
concentration camp. Today, 50 years is considered a ripe old age in the industrial town of Apatity, while the environment is at the brink of an
ecological disaster. The adults while away their
lives at the factory bus stop whilst the children
– the token of their immortality – miss out on
family life and warmth. Instead, they are left in
the care of state structures that inculcate in them
the traits of prisoners, making use of celebration-like dancing and marching trainings. Neither
the children nor their educators are aware of this.
They are convinced that they are bringing up a
generation of patriotic heroes, fated to become
legionnaires of the Earth and the adjacent cosmic expanses. The only way out of this system
is death. However, if you die for the state you
become an immortal hero.
The dancing and marching fall into the conveyorbelt rhythm of the moving trains, full of grey
lumps of ore that are also destined for immortality:
they will become phosphorus fertiliser on which
new life will grow.

TECHNICAL
SPECS
Screen Ratio: 1.85:1
Sound: 5.1
Frame rate: 25fps
Shooting format: 4K
Screening format: 4K and 2K DCP
GENRE: creative documentary
CATEGORIES: human rights, state
structures, propaganda, industry,
children
Produced by: Vesilind
In co-production with: VFS

DIRECTOR’S
SHORT BIO
KSENIA OKHAPKINA graduated from St.
Petersburg State University of Film and TV in
2012. Since 2014, she has collaborated with
the Estonian producer Riho Västrik and his
film studio Vesilind.
Her first documentary produced in Vesilind,
“Come Back Free”, won IDFA Special Jury
Award for Mid-Length Documentary in 2016.
“Come Back Free” is a poetic documentary
about life in a war-torn Chechen village with
local cemetery as its symbolic focal point.
With her previous work, Ksenia has shown
her ability to capture “the poetic in the profane”. She avows to the meaningfulness of a
single frame and has strong commitment to
composition.

THE PRODUCTION COMPANY
VESILIND (est. 1996) is an independent Estonian production company focused on documentary films
and TV-programs. During its 20 years of existence, Vesilind has produced and co-produced over 40
documentaries and hundreds of TV-programs. The company started with mountaineering films, then
moved on to producing wildlife and environmental documentaries, which then grew into producing creative documentaries.

RIHO VÄSTRIK, producer
+372 507 8067
riho.vastrik@vesilind.ee
www.vesilind.ee
OÜ Vesilind
Ida põik 3 Järveküla, 75304 Rae vald, Estonia

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
My previous films were about unique places and people
with strong personality and had no direct connection to my
own biography. I enjoy exploring the world through the
camera lens, observing events and people’s behaviour
a little from the side. “The Immortal” is my first work, which
has something to do with my childhood and teenage experiences in post-Soviet Russia, a place with its own rules
that a young person took for granted rather than questioned.
One of the objectives behind creating the Declaration of
Human Rights was to protect people from slavery. It was
motivated by the tragic experience of the Second World
War when human life had been devalued to a statistical
unit. Who could have imagined 70 years ago that slavery
can be voluntary? In the USSR, a powerful propagandistic
structure was created, based on the sense of belonging
to a community and unconditional acceptance of authority that is typical for a patriarchal society and perpetuated
in modern Russia. The foundation of this structure is the
idea of gaining immortality through sacrificial service to the
interests of the state. Immortality is a candy for which the
totalitarian state, with its economy based on the exploitation of natural resources, buys a person’s will, strength,
talent, and lifetime, turning the human being into another
resource, faceless as a grey lump of ore.

Perhaps they have died already… but the imaginary glory of being an “immortal
hero” veils the reality. The race for survival in the labour camp-like living conditions
kills them slowly and takes from them their future: their own children. We come to
this world absolutely free, and our will is an incredible force capable of changing the
reality. However, it can easily be manipulated by restricting resources and depriving
people of the most powerful protection: a loving family. This is how the mechanism
of voluntary slavery, carried on by generation after generation, enables irresponsible
exploitation of natural resources and enrichment of the elites.

LONG SYNOPSIS
The film reveals the mechanism that entices human beings to voluntarily turn themselves into submissive, faceless creatures. Thus, they become a resource to be used by
the state – a grey lump of ore oblivious to the innate value of their individual life.
The town of Apatity first came into being as a concentration camp. For the government,
this is a very lucrative way of organising society so as to make the mining of natural
resources cheaper. Today, 50 years is considered a ripe old age in the industrial town
of Apatity, while the environment is at the brink of an ecological disaster. And yet,
every day people celebrate behind tall barbed-wire fences, despite of the polar night
and the freezing cold. There is singing, dancing, feasting, garlands in all colours of the
rainbow, and of course, the most important thing: military marches. Our curiosity was
roused – what are they celebrating? We found the answer: the inhabitants of Apatity
were promised immortality.
The adults while away their lives at the factory bus stop whilst the children - the token of
their immortality - miss out on family life and warmth. Instead, they are left in the care
of state structures that inculcate in them the traits of prisoners. However, neither the
children nor their educators are aware of this. They are convinced that they are bringing
up a generation of patriotic heroes, fated to become legionnaires of the Earth and the
adjacent cosmic expanses. The future legionnaires rest in box-like dorms, crammed full
of identical beds, as is customary in the army.
Once the children finish nursery school, their parents, still condemned to standing at
the bus stop, send them off to various groups. At some point, these groups start replacing the children’s families, while the teachers take the place of their parents. Thus,
a new generation appears that will at some point take their parents’ place at the factory
stop. The strongest among them will become overseers of the voluntary prisoners of
the labour settlement of Apatity.
The only way out of this system is death. However, if you die for the state you become
an immortal hero. The propagandistic model of the new nationwide association “Youngarmy” is founded on precisely the idea that the path to immortality leads through a
heroic death for the fatherland. The “Youngarmy” in Russia is based on patriotic circles
dating back to Soviet times. The boys attending Apatity’s patriotic military club “Leader” The dancing and marching fall into the conveyor-belt rhythm of the moving trains, full
also prepare for immortality via an initiation ceremony – they become Youngarmymen of grey lumps of ore that are also destined for immortality: they will become phosphorus fertiliser on which new life will grow.
and then serve in the military.

IN CONVERSATION WITH THE DIRECTOR KSENIA OKHAPKINA

Why Apatity? Is this settlement in the north-west of Russia outstanding in some way?
Or did the place represent a phenomenon, a wider issue you wanted to highlight?
This place is very typical for Russia. There are hundreds of such towns, former labour
camps and military bases. Some of them have numbers instead of names. Apatity as
well as other such towns are a soviet phenomenon. They are the backstage of the soviet empire, built on propaganda and the labour of prisoners. I chose Apatity because
there was no settlement there before labour camps were established and railroads
built in the 1930s to mine and deliver ore. The town was named after the ore minerals,
apatites.
Apatity has no national or cultural background since the prisoners were an international
community. Therefore, it is a perfect place to explore the soviet way of living as inherited by modern Russia. Moreover, one of the biggest chemical industries in Europe is
situated there. Apatity is one of the three towns involved in this industry. These three
towns are at the brink of an ecological disaster.
In that sense, this town provides an example of how national economy is built and the
elites enriched in Russia. It is a playing ground for mechanisms that steer people to
support state power all around Russia.

IN CONVERSATION WITH THE DIRECTOR KSENIA OKHAPKINA

Your film is very poetic albeit it deals with some existentially heavy topics. There must
have been both heart breaking and positive moments during the filming. Can you
share some of your highs and lows with us?
What is really breath-taking is the cold beauty of the Khibiny Mountains. It feels like
another planet, made of ice and snow. Everything is very powerful there: the night
lasts for half a year and the day lasts for half a year. There is absolute darkness but
also absolute light. In this place, human life seems so fragile. Especially the life of
children.

madness in their eyes. From time to time dogs escape from the shelter, although the
cost for this is their life – they can hardly find any food in the snow desert expanding
outside the shelter.

I felt as if I had arrived in the land of The Snow Queen from Andersen’s fairy tale. The
surreal situation of the people I filmed reminded me of the boy Kai from this story who
had a splinter of ice in his heart, was bewitched, and fell in love with the cold beauty
and power. He collected pieces of ice to spell the word “eternity”.

The dog we met had probably escaped the shelter as well. She was wandering along
the empty railroad, shaking of cold. Then she came to us, and when I started to talk to
her, she started to bark. However, this barking was not aggressive; it was more like a
cry. Her’s was the only sincere story, coming from a warm heart that we were lucky to
film. If I did not have this scene, there would be no reason to make this film at all, because the dog is the only free living creature in the film. My poor warm-hearted Gerda!

The only warm-hearted Gerda I found in this strange industrial documentary adaptation of “The Snow Queen” was a dog we met by the factory railroad when filming
at night. There is a dog shelter not far from there; another prison-like establishment.
The dogs behind the high fence, pulling on their heavy metal chains, bark neurotically,

Probably this film itself is like barking in the darkness. I cannot fight big corporations
or state structures with a film. But I hope that there is someone in the darkness of the
cinema whose heart will get a bit warmer after seeing it. Otherwise, this Gerda-dog
escaped the shelter-prison in vain.

IN CONVERSATION WITH THE DIRECTOR KSENIA OKHAPKINA

“Immortal” is a very powerful title. What does it mean to you? Is there anything in the
world that is immortal?
This film is about time. For me the idea of immortality is something artificial to start
with, as it underestimates and devalues the integrity and personality of a moment of
time. I feel that everything in the world is very fragile and in constant motion. Even
the mountains disappear, they just live longer. The same goes for human personality:

we’re being born and we die every moment because we change all the time. In my
point of view, only the process of changing itself is truly immortal. I think that if we
appreciated things in their unique integrity and treated every moment as a person,
that has absolute value as it will never repeat, we would violate time much less and
organise our lifetime and the world around us in a more beautiful and respectful way.

